


















OTTAWA-CARLETON   STANDARD   CONDOMINIUM   CORPORATION   NO.   829   
ANNUAL   GENERAL   MEETING   OF   OWNERS   

Amenity   Room  
Ottawa,   Ontario   

7:00   p.m.,   Monday,   May   22,   2019   
  

  
PRESENT:   
  

Antonio   Gioventu President   
Maxime   Neelakantan Treasurer   
  

Kevin   Vroom Auditor,   BDO   Canada   
Kayla   McKale Property   Manager,   CI   Management   
Carol   Slack Recording   Secretary   
  

ABSENT:   
  

Miriam   Zia   Director   
  

1. CALL   TO   ORDER   AND   OPENING   REMARKS;   INTRODUCTIONS   
  

Antonio   Gioventu   (President)   called   the   meeting   to   order   at   7:02   p.m.   and   welcomed   everyone.    He   
thanked   Kayla   McKale   for   her   assistance   with   using   a   new   electronic   system   for   owners   to   submit   
their   proxies   prior   to   the   meetings,   if   they   are   unable   to   attend;   an   additional   90   proxies   were   
submitted.   
  

2. CERTIFICATION   OF   QUORUM   AND   PROXIES   
  

Kayla   McKale   confirmed   that   quorum   requirements   had   been   met   as   135   units   were   represented;   
39   in   person   and   96   by   proxy.     
  

3. CONFIRMATION   OF   NOTICE   OF   MEETING   
  

The   President   confirmed   that   the   Notice   of   meeting   was   properly   sent   to   owners   in   advance   of   
the   meeting   on   May   6,   2019,   in   accordance   with   the    Condominium     Act,   1998.   
  

4. REVIEW   OF   AUDITED   FINANCIALS   FOR   YEAR   ENDING   2018   DECEMBER   
31   
  

Kevin   Vroom   (Auditor)   presented   the   Audited   Financial   Statements   that   were   included   in   the   
AGM   package.    He   reviewed   and   explained   the   Auditor’s   Report,   Statement   of   Financial   
Position,   Statement   of   Operating   Fund   Operations,   Statement   of   Reserve   Fund   Operations,   
Statement   of   Cash   Flows,   and   Notes.    He   noted   that   it   was   a   clean,   unqualified   opinion.   
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The   Auditor   noted   that   hydro   costs   were   lower   as   a   result   of   the   LED   retrofit   underway   and   
management   fees   were   higher   than   the   previous   year,   but   lower   than   budgeted,   as   management   
fees   increased   due   to   the   Condominium   Authority   of   Ontario’s   (CAO)   reporting   requirements.     
  

Annetta   Ka   Yue   Ho   (2112)   asked   for   further   clarification   of   office   expenses   ($28,694).   Maxime   
Neelakantan   said   that   the   Board   would   be   following   up   with   CI   Management   (CI)   about   this   
amount,   as   it   was   much   higher   than   expected.    He   noted   that   CI   charged   their   clients   for   office   
expenses.    He   knew   that   $6,000   was   a   result   of   scanning   documents,   as   CI   had   transitioned   to   
“paperless”   to   eliminate   storage   costs.    Kayla   McKale   clarified   that   the   increased   reporting   
requirements   (by   the   CAO)   resulted   in   a   large   increase   in   printing,   copying   and   mailing   costs.   
Going   forward,   they   hoped   to   keep   costs   down   with   agreement   from   owners   to   provide   
documents   electronically.    The   Auditor   confirmed   that   $21,000   was   for   office   expenses   (including   
the   scanning).  
  

Jeffrey   Robinson   (1311)   asked   for   clarification   with   respect   to   the   professional   fees   ($16,810).   
Maxime   Neelakantan   clarified   that   portions   of   this   cost   were   architect   fees,   an   elevator   consultant   
(the   operating   fund   portion)   and   legal   fees.    Max   would   provide   owners   with   a   breakdown   of   this   
expense.     
  

Sandra   Bozzo   (1009)   asked   what   regulatory   fees   consisted   of.    Maxime   Neelakantan   explained   
that   the   CAO   contacted   him   in   late   February   2018,   with   a   precise   figure   going   forward,   as   well   
as   back   payments   for   2017.   Kayla   McKale   clarified   that   the   fees   had   decreased   from   $1.00   per   
door   per   month   to   $.75.     
  

The   Auditor   noted   that   the   major   expense   to   the   reserve   fund   was   $501,076   for   the   common   area   
refurbishment   and   that   the   year-end   reserve   fund   balance   was   $2,267,754.     
  

In   response   to   a   question,   Kayla   McKale   clarified   that   Richardson   GMP   managed   the   
corporation’s   investments.    The   President   noted   that   he   could   provide   a   listing   of   the   investments   
to   all   owners.    Maxime   Neelakantan   explained   that   they   held   as   little   cash   as   possible   (and   
invested   only   $95,000   in   each   holding   for   insurance   purposes).     
  

Robert   Young   (1002)   asked   why   the   refurbishment   work   cost   $501,076   as   opposed   to   the   
$12,000   that   was   set   out   in   the   Reserve   Fund   Study.    Maxime   Neelakantan   noted   that   over   the   
years,   some   of   the   projected   work   that   is   forecasted   in   a   Reserve   Fund   Study   was   not   required   at   
the   time   predicted   by   the   engineers.    In   this   case,   the   original   estimate   for   this   work   was   
$540,000,   plus   a   10%   contingency   (of   which   they   only   used   5%).    The   Auditor   added   that   the   
amount   set   out   ($12,000)   was   anticipated   (in   2018)   by   the   2016   Reserve   Fund   Study.    The   Board   
chose   to   carry   out   this   work   earlier   than   set   out   in   the   Reserve   Fund   Study.    When   the   new   Study   
is   completed   (in   2019),   it   will   take   into   account   that   this   work   was   completed.    
  

Maxime   Neelakantan   further   explained   that   the   Board   consolidated   the   work   that   was   due   
between   2017   and   2022   (including   the   parking   garage   and   the   LED   retrofit)   with   a   view   to   save   
costs.    An   engineering   firm   provided   a   benchmark   on   costs   and   provided   a   draft   costing   of   all   of   
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the   work   that   was   projected   until   2022.    The   finishes   that   the   Board   agreed   upon   would   have   
longer   durability   and   were   of   a   higher   quality.    The   corporation   also   purchased   20%   extra   stock   
(standard   10%)   of   the   carpets   for   future   repairs,   especially   in   high   traffic   areas.    Going   forward   
(approximately   ten   years)   capital   costs   would   decrease   significantly,   except   the   pool   repairs.     
  
  

Maxime   Neelakantan   confirmed   that   the   letter   provided   to   owners   should   be   changed   so   that   
everything   moved   over;   that   is,   $2,200,000   should   have   been   the   closing   balance   projected;   
$387,287   should   have   been   the   contribution   projected;   and   then   $387,695   should   be   the   
contribution   under   the   current   Reserve   Fund   Study.     
  

Souad   Abdul-Malak   (1905)   asked   why   the   Board   approved   to   have   so   much   work   carried   out   at   this   
time;   and   if   they   got   a   discount.    Maxime   Neelakantan   said   that   work   to   the   gym,   the   washroom,   
carpets   and   painting   could   have   been   done   separately,   but   they   decided   to   do   the   work   at   the   same   
time,   by   the   same   contractor,   to   have   less   disruption   (one   year   of   work   versus   5).    The   Auditor   
clarified   that   the   purchase   of   extra   carpet   stock   would   probably   not   be   a   material   asset.    The   
President   added   that   the   value   of   the   extra   stock   would   be   reflected   in   an   increased   lifetime   of   the   
carpets   (from   8   years   to   15).   
  

5. APPOINTMENT   OF   AUDITOR   
  

Maxime   Neelakantan   noted   that   CI   recently   (April   2019)   engaged   BDO   Canada   as   their   
accountant.    OCSCC   829   had   also   engaged   BDO   as   their   Auditor.    He   noted   that   by   all   
appearances,   there   could   be   a   potential   conflict.    Kayla   McKale   clarified   that   during   the   past   few   
weeks   she   had   reached   out   to   four   Auditors   (including   BDO)   to   obtain   quotes   and   only   one   
(Ouseley   Hanvey   Clipsham   Deep)   responded.    She   noted   that   this   was   the   busiest   time   of   the   
year   for   auditing   firms.    She   recommended   that   owners   appoint   the   Board   to   obtain   two   
additional   quotes   and   leave   the   decision   to   the   Board.    The   President   added   that   BDO   has   been   
asked   to   provide   a   report   to   OCSCC   829   setting   out   how   they   would   protect   the   corporation   from  
a   potential   conflict.     
  

There   was   extensive   discussion   with   respect   to   a   potential   conflict.    Maxime   Neelakantan   
confirmed   that   there   was   no   agreement   at   this   time   with   BDO   Canada.    Kayla   McKale   confirmed   
that   the   BDO   Canada   Ottawa   office   carried   out   the   corporation’s   audit   and   the   department   that   CI   
engaged   was   located   in   southern   Ontario.    She   added   that   CI   still   had   day-to-day   accounting   
operations   using   QuickBooks   for   invoices,   payments,   condominium   fee   collection,   etc.   in   their   
Ottawa   office.   
  

Luc   Prefontaine   (701)   suggested   that   they   engage   a   company   for   a   three-year   contract.    Kayla   
McKale   clarified   that   the   Act   set   out   that   the   auditor   was   to   be   selected   annually   at   the   AGM.   
The   President   noted   that   they   could   request   a   price   for   a   three-year   commitment,   restating   that   
BDO   Canada   would   have   to   provide   a   clear   declaration   as   to   how   the   corporation   would   be   
protected.   He   added   that   several   quotes   would   provide   a   good   selection   to   choose   from   and   noted   
that   the   Board   did   not   have   to   select   the   lowest   bid.     
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Edward   Cashman   (1802)   moved,   seconded   by   Sandra   Bozzo   (1009)   to   direct   the   Board   to   gather   
quotes   from   multiple   accounting   firms   (including   BDO   Canada)   to   provide   the   audit   services   for   
2019.    Motion   carried.   
  

6. REVIEW   OF   THE   BUDGET   FOR   THE   YEAR   ENDING   2019   DECEMBER   31   
  

Maxime   Neelakantan   noted   that   the   budget   meeting   took   place   in   December   2018   and   a   Q&A   report   
was   provided   to   all   owners.    The   President   noted   that   there   was   a   small   increase   (1.31%)   that   was   
offset   by   the   LED   retrofit   savings   ($45,000   per   year),   and   added   that   the   retrofit   was   not   yet   
completed.   
  

The   President   set   out   that   the   building   was   getting   older   and   the   common   elements   must   be   
examined   to   assure   the   reserve   funds   were   available   for   the   required   work.   
  

The   first   study   would   be   a   window   report.    A   glazer   and   a   consultant   will   remove   two   windows   
from   the   north   and   south   sides   to   test   longevity.     
  

The   second   expense   to   evaluate   was   the   balcony   glass   replacements,   which   seemed   to   shatter   at   
high   heat   when   combined   with   condensation   and   wind.    The   type   of   glass   originally   installed   was   
no   longer   available.    This   would   provide   an   opportunity   for   new   laminated   technologies   to   be   
tested.    Balcony   glass   would   then   likely   be   replaced   as   required.   
  

The   next   review   was   a   Level   1   Electrical   Review   that   should   have   been   carried   out   at   the   outset.   
This   would   assure   that   OCSCC   829   was   not   paying   more   than   they   were   obligated   to.     
  

The   pool   upgrade   would   be   completed   as   the   liner   of   the   pool   should   have   lasted   10   years   longer   
than   it   did.    The   liner   started   lifting   from   the   subsurface,   as   it   was   not   compatible   with   the   base   
material.    The   Reserve   Fund   Study   projected   an   amount   of   $100,000   and   the   bid   (switching   to   
custom   tiling   for   a   longer   life)   came   in   at   $70,000.    They   needed   six   days   of   no   humidity   to   
apply   the   sealant   and   lay   the   tiling.    He   clarified   that   a   tarp   wouldn’t   be   effective,   as   it   tended   to   
hold   moisture   in.    He   added   that   this   was   a   reserve   fund   expense.   
  

The   Shared   Facilities   Reserve   Fund   Study   was   also   being   reviewed   to   clarify   their   obligations.     
  

Finishing   specifications   in   their   reserve   fund   would   also   be   reviewed   including   paint   type,   
colours,   material   use,   etc.   
  

An   HVAC   study   would   be   carried   out   as   the   current   system   was   not   adequate   as   evidenced   by   the   
air   quality   in   July   2018.    A   consultant   had   already   attended   and   advised   that   the   system   was   not   
operating   at   the   capacity   required   by   the   property.    The   service   of   this   system   (climate   condition   
clause)   was   tied   into   other   systems   along   with   service   contracts   in   the   building   (e.g.   elevator   
contract).     
  

In   response   to   a   question,   Maxime   Neelakantan   confirmed   that   a   new   Reserve   Fund   Study   was   
due   in   2019.    He   added   that   the   more   specific   studies   would   assist   in   the   projection   of   costs   on   a   
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long-term   basis   (more   than   the   three   years   required   in   the   Reserve   Fund   Study).    A   unit   owner   
was   concerned   that   the   studies   would   add   to   the   cost   of   the   actual   repairs.    The   President   clarified   
that   they   were   aware   that   the   HVAC   system   was   under   capacity,   but   the   system   had   to   be   
evaluated   to   establish   what   changes   were   required.    They   had   attempted   to   modify   the   current   
system,   without   success.    A   consulting   engineer   would   evaluate   the   system   and   then   a   contractor   
would   be   engaged   to   carry   out   the   work.     
  

Maxime   Neelakantan   explained   that   the   current   system   used   direct   expansion   heating   and   
cooling,   which   is   no   longer   used   in   new   construction.    In   many   cases,   properties   were   advised   to   
replace   this.    He   also   noted   that   this   was   not   considered   air   conditioning,   as   it   left   80%   humidity   
in   the   air   in   the   hallways.    In   the   winter,   humidity   was   not   adjustable,   and   some   units   were   as   
low   as   8%   humidity;   thus,   many   owners   owned   humidifiers.    The   preliminary   estimate   was   50%   
under   capacity.    The   first   estimate   for   the   study   only   was   $3,100.    The   significant   cost   would   
result   from   the   upgrade   to   the   system.   
  

The   President   confirmed   that   some   of   the   costs   would   be   expensed   to   the   reserve   fund   and   some   
to   operating.    Maxime   Neelakantan   added   that   a   contingency   was   in   place   for   unbudgeted   costs.   
Kayla   McKale   noted   that   $15,000   of   this   contingency   was   used   to   pay   for   replacing   screens.     
  

Maxime   Neelakantan   noted   that   there   were   more   complaints   with   respect   to   heat   escape   via   the   
windows   over   the   past   three   years.    $536,000   was   set   aside   in   2022   to   replace   a   percentage   of   the   
windows;   however,   if   they   can   last   longer,   they   may   postpone,   depending   on   the   results   of   the   
window   study.   
  

The   President   confirmed   that   the   air   conditioning   and   humidity   issues   were   throughout   the   
common   elements   (not   including   the   lobby   and   amenity   room)   and   were   not   part   of   a   shared   
system   (on   their   rooftop).    He   added   that   the   system   was   likely   consuming   more   energy   than   it   
should,   and   that   the   life   span   of   the   equipment   was   shortening,   as   a   result.     
  

Jonathan   Gilmore   (1407)   asked   if   the   unit   doors   should   be   blocked   as   there   was   significant   air   
flow   under   them.    The   President   emphasized   that   the   bottom   of   the   doors   should   not   be   blocked   
as   this   was   a   significant   component   to   fresh   air   circulation,   preventing   smoke   from   migrating   
from   a   unit   and   vehicle   exhaust   from   entering   units.   
  

The   President   confirmed   that   the   study   due   in   2019   was   an   update   and   that   the   next   study   (being   
a   comprehensive   study)   would   be   tendered.    The   President   commended   Thomas   for   the   
enormous   amount   of   work   he   did   in   assisting   the   Board   with   the   elevator   issues.    All   owners   
applauded.  
  

The   President   clarified   that   the   HVAC   system   was   definitely   not   designed   for   a   building   their   
size;   however,   to   hold   the   developer   responsible   would   incur   legal   fees.   The   Board’s   priority   was   
to   get   the   system   running   the   way   that   it   should   be.     
  

Jonathan   Gilmore   (1407)   moved,   seconded   by   Michelle   Quick   (1309)   to   accept   the   budget   as   
presented.    Motion   carried.   
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7. APPROVAL   OF   PREVIOUS   ANNUAL   GENERAL   MEETING   MINUTES   
  

Catherine   Christenson   (1509)   moved,   seconded   by   Pria   (Daniel   Sousa   on   owners’   list)   (2111)   to   
accept   the   minutes   of   the   previous   Annual   General   Meeting,   as   presented.    Motion   carried.   
  

8. PRESIDENT’S   REPORT   
  

The   President   referred   to   Item   6   where   the   list   of   most   of   the   upcoming   studies   were   provided.   
The   only   additional   item   was   the   Reserve   Fund   Study   Update   that   would   be   completed   in   the   fall   
of   2019.    He   also   noted   that   they   would   continue   monitoring   water   penetration   from   the   deck   
which   was   over   the   parking   garage   (and   Shoppers   Drug   Mart).     
  

The   President   also   noted   that   most   of   the   security   issues   had   been   resolved;   however,   the   Board   
will   remain   in   touch   with   Indigo   (parking   company)   as   their   emergency   exits   were   through   the   
garage.    Up   to   his   point,   despite   the   3:00   a.m.   fires   in   the   stairwells,   there   had   been   no   health   and   
safety   issues.   
  

9. APPOINTMENT   OF   SCRUTINEERS   
  

Michelle   Quick   (1309)   and   Lucie   Pilon   (902)   were   appointed   as   scrutineers.   
  

10. REVIEW   &   VOTE   ON   PROPOSED   BY-LAW   NO   3   –   STANDARD   UNIT   
  

The   President   explained   that   the   standard   unit   by-law   defined   various   elements   for   insurance   
purposes.    For   most   upgrades,   it   was   most   economical   for   individual   unit   owners   to   include   these   
in   their   unit   insurance,   as   it   was   not   really   fair   for   all   owners   to   cover   the   cost   of   individual   
upgrades.    
  

Kayla   McKale   explained   that,   should   there   be   a   water   event   in   a   particular   unit,   everyone   had   the   
right   to   use   the   corporation’s   master   policy.    If   the   unit   owner   was   negligent,   the   unit   owner   
would   be   responsible   for   the   corporation’s   master   policy   deductible.    If   the   damage   was   a   result   
of   another   unit   owner,   the   non-negligent   owner’s   insurance   would   make   a   claim   on   the   negligent   
owner’s   policy.    Maxime   Neelakantan   confirmed   that   the   corporation’s   water   escape   deductible   
was   already   $25,000   (due   to   a   number   of   claims   from   2010   –   2012).    He   added   that,   at   one   point,   
their   insurer   threatened   to   stop   coverage.     
  

Kayla   McKale   explained   that   the   corporation   would   be   responsible   to   cover   everything   that   is   set   
out   in   the   standard   unit   description.    The   ultimate   goal   was   to   shift   flooring   replacement   costs   
from   the   corporation   to   the   unit   owner   with   a   view   to   reduce   the   corporation’s   master   policy   over   
time.    She   added   that   most   personal   insurance   policies   contain   a   clause   covering   the   master   policy   
deductible.   
  

In   response   to   a   question,   the   President   clarified   that   this   by-law   was   passed   solely   for   insurance   
purposes.     
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Maxime   Neelakantan   referred   to   a   specific   example   in   the   summer   of   2012   where   there   was   a   
column   leak   in   the   05   units.    The   flooring   and   some   walls   had   to   be   replaced.    Taggart   advised   
him   that   he   was   responsible   to   replace   the   flooring   through   his   insurer.    His   insurer   paid   out   
$11,700   for   the   flooring   and   his   premiums   increased   $100   per   year   for   five   years,   which   was   not  
excessive.    The   President   re-stated   that   the   unit   deductible   was   substantially   less   than   the   
corporation’s   ($25,000).    Owners   were   advised   to   provide   the   list   on   page   2   (corporation’s   
responsibility   to   insure)   to   their   insurer.    Max   added   that   the    Condominium     Act    now   mandated   a   
standard   unit   description.   
  

Edward   Cashman   (1802)   moved,   seconded   by   Mr.   Awad   (1605)   to   pass   By-law   No.   3   that   set   out   
a   standard   unit   description   for   insurance   purposes.   
  

By-law   No.   3   did   not   pass,   as   108   votes   in   favour   was   below   the   amount   required.    Kayla   McKale   
noted   that   electronic   voting   would   continue   for   a   few   weeks,   with   a   view   to   gather   enough   votes   to   
pass   the   by-law.     
  
  
  
  

11. REVIEW   &   VOTE   ON   PROPOSED   BY-LAW   NO.   1   AMENDMENTS   
  

This   by-law,   if   passed,   would   increase   the   number   of   directors   from   three   to   five.    The   new   
by-law   set   out   the   following   quorum   requirements:    if   there   were   three   Directors,   quorum   was   
two,   if   four   Directors,   quorum   was   three   and   five   directors,   quorum   would   be   three.    The   
President   noted   that   with   more   Directors,   two   could   go   on   vacation   at   the   same   time.     
  

The   President   clarified   that   the   new   by-law   would   not   come   into   effect   until   it   was   registered;   
therefore,   an   election   could   not   be   held   until   then.    Their   by-laws   did   not   permit   the   Board   to   
appoint   Directors   until   the   next   AGM.     
  

Jeffrey   Robinson   (1311)   moved,   seconded   by   Lynne   Genik   (1402)   to   pass   By-law   No.   4,   to   
increase   the   number   of   Directors   from   three   to   five.    Motion   carried.   
  

By-law   No.   4   passed   (127   in   favour)   and   would   come   into   effect   upon   registration.     
  

12. ELECTIONS   OF   BOARD   OF   DIRECTORS   (1   3-YEAR   POSITION)   
  

Kayla   McKale   noted   that   the   position   held   by   Maxime   Neelakantan   expired   at   the   meeting   and   
he   had   put   his   name   forward   to   stand   again.    There   were   no   further   nominations   from   the   floor.   
  

Jeffrey   Robinson   (1311)   moved,   seconded   by   Mr.   Hawari   (1905)   to   elect   Maxime   Neelakantan   for   
a   three-year   position.    Motion   carried.   
  

13. CORPORATION   BUSINESS   DISCUSSION   
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Lucie   Pilon   (902)   asked   about   timelines   for   picking   up   liquor   bottles,   as,   at   times,   they   
overflowed   the   bin.    The   President   clarified   that   the   bottles   were   retrieved   by   a   local   women’s   
shelter   on   a   volunteer   basis   and   that   they   could   definitely   provide   an   additional   bin.     
  

Ms.   Pilon   asked   if   a   new   recycle   instruction   sheet   could   be   posted   in   each   chute   room.    The   
President   confirmed   that   the   City   would   provide   them   (bilingual)   and   the   Board   would   have   them   
laminated.     
  

Ms.   Pilon   asked   if   the   concierge   could   provide   an   “on-board”   checklist   to   new   owners/residents,   
as   she   was   getting   asked   questions   about   these   sorts   of   things.    The   President   said   that   Jason   
could   look   into   this.    He   added   that   the   Board   was   providing   notices   in   the   elevators   and   new   
signs   were   also   being   installed   in   the   parking   foyers   to   post   information.   
  

A   unit   owner   was   concerned   that   the   recycling   bins   were   being   contaminated   (taken   to   landfill),   
as   the   timing   of   the   chutes   may   be   inaccurate.    There   was   discussion   with   respect   to   recycling   
and   the   following   points   were   raised:   

● Kayla   McKale   said   that   Building   Evolution   tested   the   system   successfully   three   times   last   
year;     

● To   change   the   (proprietary)   system   would   cost   $1,700;   
● At   one   point,   the   contaminated   bins   were   being   sorted   on   site;   
● There   was   always   an   element   of   human   error;   
● Perhaps   they   should   switch   to   bringing   recycling   to   the   basement   bins;   
● There   was   a   higher   turnover   in   tenant   residents,   perhaps   education   could   have   an   impact;   
● A   resident   jammed   a   Christmas   tree   down   the   chute;   
● Perhaps   their   waste   contractor   was   sorting   the   materials   on   their   jobsite;   and   
● The   Board   would   request   a   report   from   the   waste   contractor   setting   out   how   much   of   the   

recycling   is   “contaminated”.     
  

In   response   to   a   question,   the   President   confirmed   that   Airbnb   was   not   permitted,   as   short-term   
tenancies   were   limited   to   a   minimum   of   six   months.     
  

There   was   discussion   with   respect   to   a   balcony   fire.    The   President   noted   that   reminders   were   
being   posted   and   emailed   to   advise   owners   to   change   dryer   filters.    It   was   clarified   that   the   
balcony   fire   was   a   result   of   an   interior   dryer   vent   that   wasn’t   changed.     
  

There   was   discussion   with   respect   to   cigarette   and   cannabis   butts   being   thrown   over   the   
balconies.    Owners/residents   were   asked   to   report   to   the   manager   if   they   noticed   anyone   
smoking.    The   President   clarified   that   enforcement   of   the   rules   by   the   tenants   was   the   
responsibility   of   the   owner,   not   the   Board.    Kayla   McKale   said   that   “no-smoking”   signs   were   
used   throughout   the   building   and   wording   was   always   included   in   the   status   certificates.    The   
President   added   that   this   could   be   added   to   ALL   future   notices.   
  

A   unit   owner   asked   if   there   was   a   plan   for   remodelling   the   façade   of   the   building.    The   President   
clarified   that   once   the   Bell   agreement   was   signed,   the   LED’s   would   be   installed,   and   the   sign   
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would   be   much   brighter.    The   vestibule   would   then   be   revitalized.     
  

13. CORPORATION   BUSINESS   DISCUSSION   
  

Jeffrey   Robinson   (1311)   moved,   seconded   by   Jonathan   Gilmore   (1407)   to   adjourn   the   meeting.   
Motion   carried.   
  

The   meeting   adjourned   at   9:10   p.m.   
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